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Active learning is a machine learning strategy which seeks to achieve the best possible results 
with the fewest labeled examples. When successful, active learning improves model 
performance at a lower labeling cost than labeling randomly or uniformly. However, if these 
active learning strategies are employed too early, active learning may perform worse than 
random selection, a condition known as cold-start failure.  
This thesis first characterizes the problem of cold-start failure in image classification, examining 
the training conditions under which cold-start failure occurs using the MNIST dataset. Following 
this, behaviors and selections of active learning strategies under cold-start are analyzed and 
compared to training behavior in both uniform sampling and successful active learning 
situations. Finally, self-supervision strategies are introduced to generate new features from the 
images within the unlabeled pool in an attempt to alleviate cold-start failure and allow active 
learning training to successfully begin earlier. We did not find evidence that this additional 
feature extraction was useful in alleviating cold-start failure for our dataset. 
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One of the largest bottlenecks in machine learning comes down to attaining high quality, labeled data 
[1]. Supervised machine learning methods, in particular deep learning, require large sets of labeled 
training examples. Even when vast quantities of raw data are accessible, the human in the loop step of 
manually annotation is a significant drain. The process of labeling can be tedious, time-consuming, 
expensive, or require experts [2]. Understanding these issues, there is a clear motivation for machine 
learning methods which minimize this critical manual component of the pipeline. 
Active learning is a machine learning strategy which seeks to achieve the best possible results with the 
fewest labeled examples. This is accomplished by leveraging a collection of already labeled data from a 
much larger pool of unlabeled data. Characteristics of the data pool are used to select the samples to 
label next, that is, those expected to most improve model accuracy. When successful, active learning 
improves model performance at a lower labeling cost than labeling randomly or uniformly. However, if 
these active learning strategies are employed too early, active learning may perform worse than random 
selection, a condition known as cold-start failure.  
In this paper we examine the problem of cold-start failure when active learning is performed on images. 
We first review the problem setup and past work dedicated to active learning on images. From there we 
demonstrate cold-start failure on the MNIST dataset and examine the selections of samples to label. 




2. Literature Review 
2.1 Active Learning Problem Setup 
We now lay out a formal definition of active learning. The focus of this thesis is active learning for vision 
classification tasks, where a typical setup begins with a training dataset 𝐷 = {𝑥𝑖}𝑖=1
𝑛  composed of 
images 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 with labels 𝑌 = (𝑦1, 𝑦2, … , 𝑦𝑘) that we would like to predict using a model 𝑓. The dataset 
is partitioned into labeled and unlabeled subsets, 𝐷 = {𝐷𝐿, 𝐷𝑃}. The labeled set 𝐷𝐿 = {(𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖)}𝑖=1
𝑁0   is 
composed of 𝑁0 images with their respective labels. The remaining unlabeled images form the much 
larger pool dataset 𝐷𝑝 = {𝑥𝑖}𝑖=1
𝑛−𝑁0. During active learning, an acquisition function 𝑎(𝑥) is applied to a 
random subset of the unlabeled pool  𝐷𝑆 ⊂ 𝐷𝑃.  
With these components active learning is performed as a two-step process, alternating between step 
one and two until some criteria is reached. 
1. Train 𝑓 on 𝐷𝐿 until convergence 
2. Add 𝑥 ≔ 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑎(𝑥′)) to 𝐷𝐿 where 𝑥′ ∈ 𝐷𝑆 
3. Repeat 
For vision problems using convolutional neural networks (CNNs), step two typically involves adding a 
batch of new images to 𝐷𝐿 rather than a single example to shorten training time and avoid local minima. 
The acquisition function 𝑎(𝑥) is used in the algorithm to determine which training examples to add to 
the 𝐷𝐿. The choice of acquisition functions is an ongoing area of interest [3,4,5,6]. The experiments in 
this paper use uniform sampling 
𝑎(𝑥) ~ 𝑈𝑛𝑖(0,1) 
to demonstrate model behavior without active learning, and entropy 
𝑎(𝑥) =  −∑𝑓𝑦(𝑥) log (𝑓𝑦(𝑥)) 
where 𝑓𝑦(𝑥) = 𝑃(𝑌|𝑋 = 𝑥), as the active learning strategy. The described set-up is common across 
many types of active learning experiments, though specific datasets, models, and acquisition functions 
are all mutable. 
2.2 Previous Work: Active Learning for Images 
Despite the potential benefits of active learning for efficient data labeling, certain aspects remain 
understudied, particularly in their applications to images. Much of the foundational work in the field is 
summarized in a 2010 literature review by Settles [7]. However, the focus of this review is low 
dimensional problems, and recent focus has shifted to applying and innovating these techniques to work 
on higher dimensional data. Popular tasks in active learning for vision problems are classification and 
efficient acquisition functions. 
The first combination of active learning and deep CNNs for image classification comes from Wang, et al. 
[4]. The authors introduce Cost-Effective Active Learning, a framework which uses the uncertainty 
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output of the acquisition function both to select uncertain images to label, but also to assign pseudo-
labels to images with high confidence. The uncertainty-based acquisition strategy can be based on 
entropy, but also maximum value or the differences between the top two assumed labels. Later work 
explores other acquisition functions, such as a K-center approach which uses the features of the last 
layer of the model to select new diverse images, as a response to the poor results from applying tools 
designed for low dimensional data to vision tasks [5].  
One recent work which mentions cold-start failure is Gao et al. [6]. The authors adopt a consistency-
based active learning approach and via strategies from semi-supervised learning, a way of training which 
exploits a mixture of labeled and unlabeled data. In their empirical experimentation on a range of 
datasets, they acknowledge the cold-start problem as impeding active learning with very small labeled 
datasets, and use their observations to suggest an appropriate starting size for the labeled pool.  
The state of the art remains focused on classification when incorporating active learning into deep 
learning, though by substituting models it appears that these approaches and others may be transferred 
to other tasks, such as object detection. Meanwhile, although active learning’s goal is to minimize the 
amount of human annotation necessary for successful training, it remains unclear when it is okay to 
successfully begin active learning without cold-start. This thesis attempts to fill this gap by 
demonstrating and characterizing cold-start failure, as well as exploring self-supervised approaches to 





3.1 Demonstrating Cold-start Failure  
3.1.1 MNIST Experimental Setup 
The outline of the experimental process is summarized above in Section 2.1. We used the MNIST 
handwritten digit dataset as our pool 𝐷𝑃 . MNIST is composed of 60,000 training images, each 28x28 
pixels. Each sample falls into 1 of 10 classes, corresponding to the digit, so the output of our model 𝑓 is a 
tensor of length 10, describing the probability that a given input 𝑥 is each label 𝑦.  
To begin, we trained a four-layer CNN (Appendix A) on the initially labeled dataset, 𝑁0. 𝑁0 was selected 
using uniform sampling. Once the model was initialized, we could begin active learning with the steps 
summarized in Section 2.1 using the 𝑁0 selected imaged as 𝐷𝐿. 
This begins with the training step, where model 𝑓 is trained to completion on 𝐷𝐿. 𝐷𝐿 is then expanded in 
the acquisition step, where a subset of the unlabeled pool 𝐷𝑆 is fed as input to model 𝑓 and the output 
tensors are compared and selected using the acquisition function. The 𝐵 highest scoring images are 
labeled and moved from the pool 𝐷𝑃 to  𝐷𝐿. 
The repetition of training and acquisition continued until reaching our stopping criteria. The stopping 
criteria was met when, through iterative additions of 𝐵 samples to 𝐷𝐿,  𝐷𝐿 =  𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥. Using this method, 
we ran each experiment for a predetermined number of cycles and saved the accuracies at each step. 
We also tracked the selections at each iteration to understand the class composition of 𝐷𝐿. 
3.1.2 Low N0 Experiments 
To thoroughly examine the issue of cold-start failure in images, we first needed a demonstration of the 
phenomenon. Cold-start failure occurs when the acquisition function selects misleading images to 
sample, leading to a skewed model which does not outperform random guessing. A baseline of how 
cold-start manifests is the first step necessary for alleviating it. 
We accomplished this by beginning active learning at extremely low values for 𝑁0. Progressing from a 
single random sample per class (𝑁0 = 10), increasing the size of 𝐷𝐿 by 𝐵 = 10 each round, and 
continuing until 𝐷𝐿 = 250 . These parameters were used for both entropy and uniform sampling, with 
uniform serving as a baseline to compare against active learning. The goal of this experiment was to 
observe cold-start failure on a simple image dataset, and to see how large an initial labeled set 𝑁0 is 
necessary to effectively begin active learning. 
3.1.3 High N0 Experiments 
We also performed experiments to demonstrate effective active learning on our dataset. To do so, we 
began at a high 𝑁0 = 1000, and incremented by 𝐵 = 1000 until our endpoint 𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 5000. 
Experiments were conducted on both uniform and entropy acquisition. 
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3.1.4 Intermediate N0 Experiments 
After observing situations both with and without cold-start failure, we ran a number of experiments to 
empirically observe the conditions under which cold-start occurs and is avoided. These experiments are 
summarized in Table 1 below. 
Table 1   Parameter Settings of Intermediate Experiments  
𝑵𝟎 𝑵𝒎𝒂𝒙 𝑩 
100 1500 100 
200 1500 100 
300 1500 100 
400 1500 100 
500 1500 100 
600 1500 100 
700 1500 100 
800 1500 100 
900 1500 100 
1000 1500 100 
 
3.2 Alleviating Cold-start Failure 
Understanding the negative impact of active learning begun too early, the natural next step is exploring 
strategies to alleviate this phenomenon. To do so, we drew inspiration from an approach from 
unsupervised learning: self-supervised learning (SSL). SSL was a strong candidate because it does not 
require human annotators. In an SSL setup, models learn features from images without labels by 
creating their own. For example, Gidaris et al. rotated their dataset images 90∘ three times to generate 
a new dataset which consisted of four labels: 0∘, 90∘, 180∘, 270∘ rotated [8]. They then trained their 
model to identify how much an image had been rotated and used transfer learning to apply the features 
learned to distinguish rotation onto the classification task. 
In our attempts to alleviate cold-start failure, we began with the tradeoff prioritizing additional compute 
time over human labeling time. By processing the images with self-supervision prior to beginning 
acquisition, our goal was to learn relevant features which the acquisition function could utilize to make 
selections. We accomplished this by introducing a new setup step (Figure 1), where each image is copied 
and rotated, and the model 𝑓 is taught to discern whether an input is upright or rotated. Once this 
training is complete, we freeze the backbone of this CNN, and our normal train/acquisition cycle 
becomes a finetuning phase using a different optimizer. Using parameters 𝑁0 = 100, 𝑁𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 1000, 
𝐵 = 100, we ran experiments with uniform sampling, entropy sampling, and the entropy + SSL model. 











4.1 Demonstrating Cold-start Failure 
4.1.1 Low N0 Experiments 
The results of our experiments on ultralow initial 𝑁0 values revealed that as expected, cold-start failure 
did manifest in active learning for MNIST classification. In Figure 2, we have plotted the accuracy of our 
active learning trained model for different very small 𝑁0 values. The results below plot the mean over 
five trials. 
 
Figure 2 Validation set accuracy of active learning on very small initially labeled sets. Cold-start is clearly demonstrated. 
In all models except purple, active learning is used to increase the labeled dataset 10 images at a time. 
For 𝑁0 of this scale, all active learning methods underperform compared to uniform sampling, a clear 
demonstration of cold-start failure in action. Finally, it is important to note that cold-start failure is not a 
binary outcome but may be better or worse depending on the number of samples in the initially labeled 
set. The graph demonstrates that of the active learning models, the most successful was that where 






4.1.2 High N0 Experiments 
Figure 3 shows the same experiment ran on a much higher 𝑁0. The means of five trials are plotted 
below, with the standard deviation shaded. The blue line represents the accuracy of active learning 
performed with the entropy acquisition function; the orange uses uniform sampling rather than active 
learning. 
These results demonstrate the benefits of active learning. It appears more effective late in the data 
labeling process as it does a consistently better job than uniform sampling at selecting images to label 
which are useful in bumping up stubborn accuracies late in the labeling process. 
 
Figure 3 Successful active learning accuracies compared to uniform baseline for large initially labeled set. 
4.1.3 Intermediate N0 Experiments 
To gain a better sense of how 𝑁0 interplays with cold-start, we ran many experiments manipulating 𝑁0. 
Figure 4 is a pair of graphs demonstrating the same experiment with the second zoomed in to better see 
the outcomes. Similar to Section 4.1.1, this is also a sweep of values, incrementing in steps of 100 rather 




Figure 4 Validation accuracy for active learning models which sweep 𝑵𝟎 between 100 and 1000 labels. 
Of the five active learning models demonstrated on Figure 4, only purple 𝑁0 = 200, consistently 
underperforms compared to the brown uniform sampling. The red 𝑁0 = 400 is a then a good example 
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of effective avoidance of cold-start failure, as it outperforms not only uniform sampling but even trials 
that begin with a higher 𝑁0 value. Below Figure 5 details the other half of this sweep, broken into two 





4.2 Alleviating Cold-start Failure 
The results of our self-supervised experiments are summarized on Figure 6 below. Averaged over five 
trials, the mean is plotted with the standard deviation of the same experiment run with three different 
acquisition strategies. In blue, the entropy sampling of previous experiments; in orange, uniform 
sampling; and in green the entropy + SSL strategy described in Section 3.2. 
 
Figure 5 Plot of the mean validation accuracies with shaded standard deviations for each setup. 
Interestingly, the additional information provided by the self-supervised setup did not have a noticeable 
impact on when it was reasonable to begin active learning. Though it performs slightly better than plain 
entropy, it does not consistently outscore the uniform results early on, and cold-start failure occurs for 
the same labeled set size regardless of whether SSL is added to the model. As the number of accessible 
labels increases, the differences between entropy and entropy + SSL become non-existent. 
4.3 Comparison of Selections 
We also examined the selections of these three models to witness how different strategies inform the 
selections of the acquisition function (Table 2). The first row displays the frequency which each model 








Table 2   Comparison of Class Selections and Class Accuracies 
Uniform Entropy Entropy + SSL 
   
   
 
Immediately evident is the bias of both entropy models towards certain classes. Comparing these to the 
classes which the model underperforms on, it can be interpreted as an attempt to gain a better 
understanding on confuser classes such as “2” at the expensive of classes it has more confidence in, like 
“1”. Entropy and Entropy + SSL picks look similar, though not identical. Overall this type of investigation 
could prove useful in determining what differences between models can be attributed to chance, as well 






In this thesis we introduced, demonstrated, and attempted a strategy to alleviate cold-start failure in 
active learning for images. Using the MNIST dataset and a CNN, we empirically examined this 
breakdown in a machine learning strategy. We observed the approximate start point where active 
learning can successfully begin on the MNIST dataset. We also put forward a strategy to extract 
additional information from the unlabeled pool using SSL, but we did not see significant improvements 
to when it is appropriate to begin active learning. Finally, we charted and characterized the selections of 
three different strategies. 
A clear extension of this work would be to run similar experiments on other popular datasets of 
increasing complexity and observe empirically when it is appropriate to begin active learning. 
Comparisons including dimensionality of the dataset and complexity of the model could be valuable in 
better understanding this issue for a more general use case. More specialized datasets, such as medical 
imaging sets, are also understudied in relation to this problem, and would benefit from minimizing the 
number of physician labels necessary. 
Finally, regarding active learning + SSL, the next step is characterizing how effective the self-supervision 
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Appendix A MNIST Model Code 
import torch 
import torch.nn as nn 




    def __init__(self, in_ch, out_ch, K=3): 
        super(DoubleConv2d, self).__init__() 
        p = int(K // 2) 
        self.block = nn.Sequential( 
            nn.Conv2d(in_ch, out_ch, kernel_size=K, padding=p), 
            nn.BatchNorm2d(out_ch), 
            nn.ReLU(), 
            nn.Conv2d(out_ch, out_ch, kernel_size=K, padding=p, stride=2), 
            nn.BatchNorm2d(out_ch), 
            nn.ReLU() 
        ) 
    def forward(self, x): 




    def __init__(self, in_ch, out_ch, K=3): 
        super(TripleConv2d, self).__init__() 
        p = int(K // 2) 
        self.block = nn.Sequential( 
            nn.Conv2d(in_ch, out_ch, kernel_size=K, padding=p), 
            nn.BatchNorm2d(out_ch), 
            nn.ReLU(), 
            nn.Conv2d(out_ch, out_ch, kernel_size=K, padding=p), 
            nn.BatchNorm2d(out_ch), 
            nn.ReLU(), 
            nn.Conv2d(out_ch, out_ch, kernel_size=K, padding=p, stride=2), 
            nn.BatchNorm2d(out_ch), 
            nn.ReLU() 
        ) 
    def forward(self, x): 
        return self.block(x) 
 
'''Baseline CNN model for MNIST classification''' 
class MNISTModel(nn.Module): 
    def __init__(self): 
        super(MNISTModel, self).__init__() 
        self.conv_backbone = nn.Sequential( 
            DoubleConv2d(1, 64, K=3), 
            DoubleConv2d(64, 128, K=3), 
            nn.AdaptiveAvgPool2d((1, 1)) 
        ) 
        self.classifier = nn.Linear(128, 10) 
    def forward(self, x): 
        x = self.conv_backbone(x) 
        x = x.view(x.size(0), -1) 
        y = self.classifier(x) 
        return x, y 
 
